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Abstract: Droughts result in billions of dollars in annual losses, loss of life, and the displacement of people. The characterization of hydrologic drought enhances the prediction of streamflow statistics that are important for various water resource applications. L-moments were used to examine the goodness of fit of selected 3-parameter probability distributions to the low streamflow series at 704 unregulated gaged rivers in the contiguous United States. Stream gages with and without zero flows were identified, and the use of the inverse transformation of nonzero low flows and censoring of both tails of the distribution were explored. Overall, the log-Pearson type III (LP3), 3-parameter lognormal (LN3), and Pearson type III (PE3) all appear to be acceptable distributions for describing the low streamflow series in the United States at sites with no zero low flows. For the inverse flows, the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution also performed well, while censoring did not improve the ability to distinguish between distributions. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)HE.1943-5584.0001844. © 2019 American Society of Civil Engineers.
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Introduction
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Pearson (1995) studied the regional frequency distribution patterns of low flows (1-day, 7-day, and 30-day minimum averages) of nearly 500 catchments in New Zealand. Based on a visual inspection of their L-moment diagrams and the expected spread of the sample L-moments, Pearson concluded that no single 2- or 3-parameter distribution provided an adequate fit across all sites; however, Pearson generally recommended the GLO, GEV, LN3, and PE3 distributions. Vogel and Wilson (1996) used the USGS Hydro-Climatic Data Network (HCDN) sites (Lin 2012) that originally consisted of 1,570 streamflow sites with minimal anthropogenic influences. These sites were employed to study the probability distribution of annual maximum, mean, and minimum flows using L-moments to assess the goodness of fit; it was concluded that the PE3 distribution provides the best fit for both the annual minimum and annual average streamflow. Kroll and Vogel (2002) used 1,505 HCDN sites to identify potential probability distributions for describing 1-, 7-, and 30-day annual low flow minimums. Kroll and Vogel concluded that even when considering many sites across a large region, it is hard to distinguish probability distributions using L-moments and that L-moments followed different trends at intermittent and nonintermittent sites. For nonintermittent sites, the LN3 distribution was suggested and for intermittent sites, the PE3 distribution was suggested.

Some studies have shown the importance of data transformations when examining low flow series (Hosking 1995; Farmer et al. 2015). Farmer et al. (2015) recommended the use of inverse moments or negative moment orders for low flow series because the positive moment orders do not effectively capture the probabilistic lower tail behavior of flows above a certain exceedance probability. This study explores the distribution of the inverse of the annual minimum series (fitting 1/X as opposed to X, where X is the annual minimum series). In addition to the benefits described by Farmer et al. (2015), this transformation removes the chance of estimating negative low flow quantiles for real-space probability distributions, which can be a problem in practice. Hosking (1995), Zafirakou-Koulouris et al. (1998), and Kroll and Vogel (2002) employed L-moments for left censored samples. Typically, left censored L-moments have been employed to handle low flow series that contain zeros (Kroll and Vogel 2002). Unusually large observations might influence the distributional fit to the lower tail of the distribution. For flood frequency analyses in the United States, a multiple Grubbs-Beck test (Cohn et al. 2013) is recommended to identify potentially influential low flood observations (Engeland et al. 2018). This is typically done on a site-by-site basis. In a fashion analogous to the process employed for flood frequency, the present research explores the censoring of a certain percentage of the upper tail of the distribution and examines whether such censoring may help us better distinguish between potential 3-parameter probability distributions.

Since Kroll and Vogel (2002), there has not been another study, to the authors’ knowledge, that has assessed the goodness of fit of different probability distributions to low streamflow series across the conterminous US. The aim of this study is to identify appropriate probability distributions for low streamflow series in the conterminous US using L-moments for a new subset of unregulated basins (HCDN-2009) to see if probability distributions may better fit the inverse of these series and to see if the distributional fit can be improved by fitting a lower percentage of the data set using censored L-moment diagrams.

**Study Area and Streamflow Data**

Fig. 1 shows the location of the 704 streamflow gages employed in this analysis. These gaged sites are from the USGS’s Hydro-Climatic Data Network 2009 (HCDN-2009). This database was selected because these sites have minimal anthropogenic impacts and are generally able to reflect natural hydrologic conditions (Lin 2012; Gao et al. 2017). For the purpose of this study, all records in the HCDN-2009 data set have been extended up to the 2017 water year. Table 1 contains summary statistics for the streamflow sites employed in this study (Falcone 2011). Record lengths at these sites ranged from 22 to 115 years, with a median record length of 63 years, while the drainage areas ranged from 2.2 to 25,800 km², with a median of 325 km². At each site, a low flow water year was defined as April 1 to March 31, as most low streamflows in the US generally occur in the late summer or early fall (Kroll and Vogel 2002). At each site for every continuous water year, the following low flow series were estimated: 1-day, 3-day, 7-day, and 30-day annual minimums, and 90% (Q90), 95% (Q95), and 99% (Q99) annual flow duration curve exceedance probabilities.

---

**Fig. 1.** Location of 704 HCDN-2009 gaging stations in the contiguous US.
L-Moment Diagrams

L-moment diagrams provide a visual tool to compare sample L-moment ratios to theoretical L-moment ratio relationships for different probability distributions (Stedinger et al. 1993). A relationship between L-moment ratios exists for various probability distributions and for most 3-parameter probability distributions, a unique relationship generally exists between $\tau_3$ (L-skew) and $\tau_4$ (L-kurtosis) (Hosking and Wallis 1997). Low flow processes are complex, influenced by factors such as climatology, hydrogeology, and geomorphology, and a 2-parameter distribution is unlikely to capture the variety of distributional shapes of the low flow series, especially over a large area (Kroll and Vogel 2002). Distributions with more than 3 parameters (e.g., kappa and Wakeby) are not considered here. If a data series is described by a specific 3-parameter probability distribution, one expects sample $\tau_3$ and $\tau_4$ estimates to cluster around the theoretical $\tau_3:\tau_4$ relationship for that 3-parameter distribution. Vogel and Fennessey (1993) showed that L-moment ratio diagrams are always preferred to product moment ratio diagrams for analyzing the goodness of fit of a probability distribution to observations. Hosking and Wallis (1997) provided a thorough description of the estimation of sample L-moment ratios and the theoretical L-moment ratio relationships for different probability distributions.

At each site, for each low streamflow series, the sample L-moment ratios were estimated using the lmom package in R (Hosking 2017). For each distribution, the theoretical relationship between $\tau_3$ and $\tau_4$ was obtained from the literature. The $\tau_3:\tau_4$ relationship for the GEV, GPA, GLO, LN3, and PE3 distributions can be found in Hosking and Wallis (1997). The $\tau_3:\tau_4$ relationship for the WEI distribution can be found from a GEV distribution (if $X \sim$ GEV, $-X \sim$ WEI) or in Goda et al. (2011). Unlike the other 3-parameter distributions, the $\tau_3:\tau_4$ relationship for the LP3 distribution is represented by an area as opposed to a line (Griffis and Stedinger 2007). Here, the LP3 region for a log skew between $-1.4$ and $1.4$ approximated by Griffis and Stedinger (2007) is used for the LP3 distribution.

One important issue with low streamflow series is the presence of flows recorded as zero within the record. Kroll and Vogel (2002) showed that the L-moment ratios of low flows at such intermittent streamflow sites often exhibited different characteristics than the L-moment ratios at nonintermittent streamflow sites. Here, sites with streamflow series including zeros were identified and L-moment diagrams were developed for sites with and without zeros.

L-Moment Diagrams for Untransformed Flows

Figs. 2 and 3 present the sample estimates of $\tau_3$ versus $\tau_4$ for 7-day annual minimum flows at HCDN-2009 sites with no zeros.

Fig. 2. $\tau_3$ versus $\tau_4$ for 7-day annual minimum flows at HCDN-2009 sites with no zeros.

Fig. 3. $\tau_3$ versus $\tau_4$ for 7-day annual minimum flows at HCDN-2009 sites with zeros.

Table 1. Summary statistics of 704 HCDN-2009 streamflow gaging stations and pertinent watershed characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Record length (years)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>63.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drainage area (km$^2$)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>25,800</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average basin precipitation (cm)</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average basin temperature (°C)</td>
<td>−1.7</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential evapotranspiration (mm/year)</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>1,190</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow percent of total precipitation (percent)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streams density (km/km$^2$)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Strahler order in watershed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simuosity of mainstem streamline</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseflow index (percent)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>45.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watershed annual runoff (mm/year)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3,730</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation at gauge location (m)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,190</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data from Falcone (2011).
relationships for the GEV, WEI, GPA, PE3, GLO, LN3, and LP3 distributions.

Based on visual assessment, sites with nonzero 7-day annual minimum flows appear to be best represented by the LP3 distribution, though many of the observed data points fall above the LP3 area (a higher kurtosis for a specific value of skew). The PE3, GEV, or LN3 appears to be the second-best distribution. This analysis, though, favors the LP3 distribution, which is presented by an area for a range of log space skew from −1.4 to 1.4. As the true skew is unknown, this potential area is represented as a gray shaded region in Figs. 2 and 3. For sites with 7-day low flow minimums with zeros shown in Fig. 3, the LP3 also appeared to provide the best fit, while the PE3 may be the second-best distribution; on this figure, the observed data points generally fall below the LP3 area and P3 curve (a lower kurtosis for a specific value of skew).

To avoid a visual assessment of goodness of fit based on visual inspection of the L-moment diagrams, a number of more quantitative metrics were also calculated to assess the goodness of fit of probability distributions to the sample L-moment ratios. Various tests and indices have been used as a measure of distributional goodness of fit. These include the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Chowdhury et al. 1991; Caruso 2000), the chi-squared test (Caruso 2000), and probability plot correlation coefficient tests (Filliben 1975; Vogel and Kroll 1989), and an L-moment average weighted distance (Kroll and Vogel 2002; Yue and Wang 2004; Kim et al. 2010). Many regional L-moment studies have also used ZDIST, the Hosking and Wallis (1997) regional goodness of fit statistic (Pearson 1991; Hosking and Wallis 1993; Yue and Wang 2004; Modarres 2008; Chen et al. 2010; Peng et al. 2010; Dodangeh et al. 2011; Hussain 2011; Dodangeh et al. 2013; Hussain 2017), especially considering the fact that the approach to evaluating performance ratios for the nonzero 7-day low flow series, the LP3 provides the best fit; for values outside of this area, the AWAD was taken as the upper limit (for larger \( \gamma_{S_j} \)) or lower limit (for smaller \( \gamma_{S_j} \)) of the shaded region at the value of the at-site \( \gamma_{S_i} \).

Table 2 contains the results for the NSE, bias, and AWAD for the 7-day annual minimum low flow series for sites with no 7-day minimum of zero (from Fig. 2) and sites with zeros (from Fig. 3). Distributions have been put in order based on the NSE of the nonzero 7-day annual minima. Sites with more than 90% of the 7-day annual minimums recorded as zero produced unusually large L-moment ratios; these sites were not included in the calculations in Table 2 of the performance metrics for sites with zeros. For the LP3 distribution, if \( \gamma_{4S_i} \) was within the shaded region in Figs. 2 and 3, it was assumed to be equal to \( \gamma_{4D_j} \); for values outside of this area, \( \gamma_{4D_j} \) was taken as the upper limit (for larger \( \gamma_{S_j} \)) or lower limit (for smaller \( \gamma_{S_j} \)) of the shaded area at the value of the at-site \( \gamma_{S_i} \).

On the basis of the values of the NSE, bias, and AWAD in Fig. 2 for the nonzero 7-day low flow series, the LP3 provides the best fit; however, the LN3 and PE3 also seem to be plausible distributions, especially considering the fact that the approach to evaluating LP3 differs significantly from the approach to evaluating other distributions considered. To examine the relative performance of different distributions for different flow series, a performance metric was calculated for each goodness of fit statistic:

\[
\text{Performance Ratio}_{\text{NSE}} = \frac{\text{NSE}_{\text{distribution}}}{\text{NSE}_{\text{best distribution}}} 
\]

\[
\text{Performance Ratio}_{\text{Bias}} = \frac{\text{Bias}_{\text{distribution}}}{\text{Bias}_{\text{best distribution}}} 
\]
Performance Ratio\textsubscript{AWAD} = \frac{AWAD\textsubscript{best distribution}}{AWAD\textsubscript{distribution}} \quad (6)

where NSE\textsubscript{best distribution} = NSE for the distribution with the highest NSE, Bias\textsubscript{best distribution} = bias for the distribution with the smallest absolute value of the bias, and AWAD\textsubscript{best distribution} = AWAD for the distribution with the smallest AWAD. The performance ratio will be 1 for the best distribution and lower than 1 for distributions that are not the best. Note that when Bias\textsubscript{best distribution} is close to 0, the performance ratios of the other distributions are generally very low.

Fig. 4 shows the distributional performance ratios for the 1-day, 3-day, 7-day, and 30-day low flow series, as well as for the annual Q90, Q95, and Q99 series, at sites with no zero flows. When a distribution produced a negative NSE and thus a negative performance ratio, they were plotted as 0 in Fig. 4. In general, the LP3, LN3, and PE3 are always the most plausible distributions regardless of the flow series. Of the other 3-parameter distributions considered, the GEV generally performed better than the WEI, and the GLO and GPA performed worse than all other distributions. The GEV, GLO, LN3, and PE3 were proposed by Kroll and Vogel (2002), Pearson (1995), and Vogel and Wilson (1996) for fitting low streamflow series and the results of this study are generally consistent with their findings, though favor the LP3, LN3, and PE3 over the GEV and GLO distributions. Vogel and Wilson (1996) and Kroll and Vogel (2002) also examined low flow minimums for the HCDN sites (though a different subset of sites). Vogel and Wilson (1996) suggested the PE3 for the annual minimum low flow series and Kroll and Vogel (2002) recommended the LN3 for intermittent sites and the PE3 for nonintermittent sites. The LP3 is recommended for flood flow frequency analyses with US federal guidelines (England et al. 2018) and from the results presented here, the LP3 appears to be a flexible distribution that generally also provides a good fit to the low streamflow series.

From Table 2, for sites with 7-day annual minimums containing zeros, the LP3 again provided the best fit, while the PEI and WEI provided plausible fits to these series. The GLO and GEV distributions produced a drop-off in performance and thus are less plausible for describing 7-day annual minimums with zeros. Though not shown here, similar results were obtained for 1-day, 3-day, and 30-day low flow series. For the annual Q90, Q95, and Q99 series with zeros, the LP3 again provided the best fit, and the PE3 and WEI also were plausible distributions. As expected, the at-site \( \tau_3 \) and \( \tau_4 \) estimates increase as more zeros are present in the record due to a truncation of the lower tail of the distribution (note these results are not presented in this paper).

L-Moment Diagrams of Inverse Flows

It has been proposed that for low flow series, employing inverse moments might improve the characterization of these series (Farmer et al. 2015). Here, an assessment was made of whether probability distributions provide a better fit to the inverse transformation of the flow series (i.e., 1/X) than to the original untransformed flow series (i.e., X). By taking the inverse transformation, the smaller flows that were originally in the lower tail of the distribution are now the largest observations and thus are in the upper tail of the distribution. Taking an inverse transformation removes the chance of estimating negative quantiles for real-space probability distributions, which can be a problem in practice.

Fig. 5 presents the sample estimates of \( \tau_4 \) versus \( \tau_3 \) for the inverse 7-day annual minimum low streamflow in the contiguous U.S. for the 495 sites without zero 7-day minimums. The plot also includes the \( \tau_4/\tau_3 \) relationship for the GEV, WEI, GPA, PE3, GLO, LN3, and LP3 distributions. The at-site L-moment ratios in Fig. 5 for the inverse low flows have a wider range of \( \tau_3 \) and \( \tau_4 \) than the plot of the untransformed flows (Fig. 2).

Table 2 also presents performance metrics for the inverse of the nonzero low flow series. For the 7-day inverse low flows, the LP3 again performs best with the highest NSE and low bias and AWAD values. The GEV and LN3 also appear to be plausible distributions for the inverse low flow series. Importantly, for all distributions, the NSE for the inverse flows is significantly larger than the NSE for the untransformed flow series, though the AWAD and bias are of similar magnitude. The larger variance in the at-site \( \tau_4 \) for the inverse flows compared to the untransformed flows would inflate the NSE [an increase in the denominator in Eq. (1)]. Overall, the fit of probability distributions to the inverse flows appears as good as the fit of the untransformed low flows.

Fig. 6 shows the distributional performance ratios for the inverse flow series corresponding to the 1-day, 3-day, 7-day, and 30-day low flow series, as well as for the annual Q90, Q95, and Q99 series at sites with no zeros. Similar to the preceding results provided in Fig. 4 for the untransformed flow series, for the inverse flow series, the LP3, LN3, and possibly the GEV distribution appear to be plausible distributions for describing a wide array of low flow series in the US.
L-Moments Within Water Resource Regions

Across the conterminous US, there is a wide range of climatic, geologic, geomorphic, and topographic conditions that impact low streamflow processes. Of interest was whether the LP3, LN3, and PE3 distributions would still be preferred if results were partitioned based on the USGS Water Resource Regions identified in Fig.1. Fig.7 is similar to Figs.4 and 6, but is for the untransformed 7-day annual minimum flows for each of the 18 USGS Water Resource Regions. In terms of the NSE and AWAD, the LP3 is the best distribution regardless of the region, with the LN3 and PE3 generally being the next most plausible distributions. Fig.8 presents the same results as Fig.7, but for the inverse 7-day annual minimum flows. Here, the results are more mixed, with the LP3 continuing to perform well, but the GEV and LN3 also performing well in many regions of the United States. In drier regions (e.g., Water Resources Regions 12, 13, and 15), which generally produce lower flows, the GEV appears to be as good as or perhaps better than the LP3 distribution. For larger values of skew, the GEV generally has a larger kurtosis than the other distribution; this thicker tailed distribution may better describe the inverse of low streamflows when smaller values are present in the record.

L-Moment Diagrams for Censored Flows

In low flow frequency analysis, the focus is generally on estimating a quantile in the lower tail of the distribution (unlike for flood frequency, where quantiles are generally estimated in the upper tail). The larger observations, which are less important with these low flow quantiles, may impact the higher L-moments, the estimated parameters of the distribution, and thus the quantile estimates. Of interest is if one removes a percentage of the largest observations (i.e., censors the largest observations), whether the remaining observations will be more consistent with a particular probability distribution. This idea is analogous to the current approach to the removal of potentially influential low outliers in flood frequency analysis (Cohn et al. 2013). Hosking (1995) introduced two types of censoring for probability weighted moments: Type A and Type B. While Hosking (1995) only considered the case of censoring in the upper tail of the distribution, Zafirakou-Koulouris et al. (1998) extended the analysis to consider lower tail censoring. L-moment analysis for Type B censoring is performed when the censored observations are replaced by a nominal value, such as zero. Kroll and Vogel (2002) examined shifts in probability distributions for Type B censoring when some observations of the annual minimum series were recorded as zero. Type A censoring is equivalent to taking the L-moments of the uncensored observations. Here, Type A censoring is explored by censoring portions of the upper tail of the observed low streamflow series, calculating the L-moment ratios of the remaining observations, and comparing the observed censored L-moment ratios to the relationships of Type A censoring to different probability distributions.

To perform this analysis, the low flow series with no zeros were utilized. At each site, a certain percentage (25%, 50%, and 75%) of the largest observations were censored (i.e., removed) and L-moment ratios were calculated using the remaining observations. To develop relationships between \( \tau_3 \) and \( \tau_4 \) for each probability distribution with Type A censoring, a simulation experiment was performed. First, 100,000 random variables were generated for the respective distribution for a range of different distributional parameters. The 100,000 variables were then sorted and the largest 25%, 50%, or 75% of the values were censored (i.e., removed); \( \tau_3 \) and \( \tau_4 \) were then calculated for the remaining data, which represent the lower tail of the distribution.

---

Fig. 6. Distributional performance ratios for the inverse low streamflow series with no zero flows for the 1-day, 3-day, 7-day, 30-day, Q90, Q95, and Q99 annual minimum series.

Fig. 7. Distributional performance ratios for low streamflow series in each Water Resource Region 1–18 with no zero flows for the 1-day, 3-day, 7-day, 30-day, Q90, Q95, and Q99 annual minimum series.
For each distribution and each censoring level, an ordinary least squares regression model of the form

\[ \tau_4 = \sum_{k=0}^{K} A_k \tau_3^k/\beta_0 \]  

was then fit to the censored \( \tau_3 \) and \( \tau_4 \) values to develop an approximation of the theoretical \( \tau_3: \tau_4 \) relationship for each distribution at the upper tail censoring of 25%, 50%, and 75%. A similar method was employed by Hosking and Wallis (1997) and Zafirakou-Koulouris et al. (1998) to approximate L-moment ratio relationships for different uncensored distributions. The model was fit for a range of \( \tau_3 \) from the minimum observed value across all sites to 0.9 based on maximizing the adjusted coefficient of determination. This was done for all distributions previously examined in this experiment except for LP3, which has an unusual uncensored \( \tau_3: \tau_4 \) relationship (an area as opposed to a line) that complicates the development of a censored approximation.

Fig. 9 contains a plot of \( \tau_4 \) versus \( \tau_3 \) of the untransformed 7-day annual minimums at sites with no zero flows for 25% censoring. This plot contained points for the observed \( \tau_3 \) and \( \tau_4 \) for sites with no zero 7-day annual minimums with Type A censoring as well as the approximation to the theoretical relationship for each distribution. Wang (1990) noted that the censored \( \tau_3: \tau_4 \) relationship for GEV distribution becomes shallower compared to the uncensored distribution and this was also observed for all of the distributions in the present study. As the censoring level increases, for positively skewed distributions, the \( \tau_3 \) values decrease and the \( \tau_4 \) value increases. This is because as the upper tail of these distributions is removed, the skew is reduced and the thickness of the tails increases. As censoring increased, the theoretical relationship between \( \tau_3 \) and \( \tau_4 \) becomes more similar for all distributions except the GPA. An interesting component of Fig. 9 is that most sites appear to cluster around a value of \( \tau_3 \) equal to 0 (the average \( \tau_3 \) and \( \tau_4 \) across all sites is -0.010 and 0.063, respectively). Similar experiments were performed with censoring of the lower tail of the inverse flows (not shown here). In general, censoring of the upper tail of the distribution, or the lower tail of the distribution of the inverse flows, did not improve the fit of probability distributions to low streamflow series.

**Fig. 8.** Distributional performance ratios for low streamflow series in each Water Resource Region 1–18 with inverse of no zero flows for the 1-day, 3-day, 7-day, 30-day, Q90, Q95, and Q99 annual minimum series.

**Fig. 9.** \( \tau_3 \) versus \( \tau_4 \) with 25% censoring of the upper tail for 7-day annual minimum flows at HCDN-2009 sites with no zeros.

**Closer Look at the LP3, GEV, and LN3 Distributions**

From the analysis of L-moment diagrams for the untransformed and inverse low flow series at sites with no zero annual minimums, the most plausible 3-parameter distributions to describe low streamflow series in the US appear to be the LP3, GEV, LN3, and PE3 distributions. Here, a closer examination is provided of three of these distributions: LP3, GEV, and LN3. If a series is generated by the LP3 distribution, then the logarithm of that series should follow a PE3 distribution. Fig. 10(a) contains a plot of \( \tau_4 \) versus \( \tau_3 \) for the logarithm of the 7-day annual minimum series at the 495 sites with no zero 7-day annual minimums. The \( \tau_3: \tau_4 \) relationship for the LP3 distribution is also plotted in this figure. While the PE3 distribution line generally intersects the middle of the data points, there does not seem to be overwhelming evidence that the log of the series follows a PE3 distribution. In fact, the data seems to be centered on a \( \tau_3 \) of 0 (and a \( \tau_4 \) of 0.12), which is consistent with a 2-parameter
lognormal distribution. A similar inverse pattern can be seen in Fig. 10(b) for the log of the inverse flows, which is just the mirror image of Fig. 10(a) since \( \log(1/x) = -\log(x) \).

If a series is generated by a GEV distribution, then if one subtracts the lower bound of a Type II GEV distribution from the data, or subtracts the data from the upper bound of a Type III GEV distribution, and takes the logarithm, the resulting data set follows a Gumbel distribution (Johnson and Kotz 1995). A Type II or Type III GEV distribution is distinguished by the sign of the shape parameter \( \kappa \) (\( \kappa < 0 \) for Type II and \( \kappa > 0 \) for Type III). Fig. 11(a) contains a plot of \( \tau_3 \) versus \( \tau_4 \) for the logarithm of the 7-day annual minimum series after this transformation for the 495 sites with no zero 7-day annual minimums. The parameters of the GEV distribution were estimated using the method of L-moments (Hosking and Wallis 1997). The \( \tau_3: \tau_4 \) relationship for the Gumbel distribution, which is a point on this plot, is also plotted on this figure. All of the L-moment ratios in Fig. 11(a) appear to cluster around the theoretical value for a Gumbel distribution so that it is entirely possible that the untransformed data arise from a GEV distribution. The lower bound of the GEV distribution is a function of \( \kappa \), the shape parameter. The GEV distribution is very sensitive to \( \kappa \) and generally, a regional \( \kappa \) is recommended (Chowdhury et al. 1991). Since here the region is the conterminous US, an at-site \( \kappa \) is employed, which introduces more uncertainty into this analysis and may be why there is more variability in the L-moment ratios in Fig. 11(a) than is to be expected. Fig. 11(b) is the same as Fig. 11(a), but for the inverse of the 7-day annual minimums; for the inverse flows, even larger at-site L-moment ratios are observed. The conclusion derived from Fig. 11(b) is that it is unlikely that the inverse flows arise from a GEV distribution.

If a series is generated by a LN3 distribution, and the lower bound of the LN3 distribution is subtracted from the series, then the logarithm of the resulting data set should follow a normal distribution. Fig. 12(a) contains \( \tau_3 \) versus \( \tau_4 \) for the logarithm of the 7-day annual minimum series after this transformation for the 495 sites with no zero 7-day annual minimums. For consistency, the lower bound of the LN3 distribution was estimated using the method of L-moments.
distribution. The \( \tau_3: \tau_4 \) relationship for the normal distribution, which is a point on this plot, is also plotted on the figure. The normal distribution point on Fig. 12(a) falls within the cluster of data points and the data points appear to be more tightly clustered around this point than was observed for the LP3 or GEV distributions in Figs. 8 and 9. Fig. 12(b) contains the same plot, but for the inverse of the 7-day annual minimum flows. The patterns of the L-moment ratios in Fig. 12 do not take on the type of elliptical shapes expected if the untransformed observations arose from an LN3 distribution, which may be due to the variable introduced by having to estimate the lower bound of the distribution.

Conclusion

In this study, L-moment diagrams of L-kurtosis (\( \tau_3 \)) versus L-skew (\( \tau_4 \)) were constructed for seven low streamflow series commonly employed in the practice of low flow frequency analyses: the 1-day, 3-day, 7-day, and 30-day annual minimum flows, and annual flow duration curve quantiles with exceedance probabilities of 90%, 95%, and 99%. For each of these series, L-moment ratios were estimated at 704 unregulated HCDN-2009 gaging stations located in the contiguous US with record lengths ranging from 28 to 117 years. L-moment diagrams were used to assess the goodness of fit of seven 3-parameter probability distributions: GEV, GLO, GPA, LN3, LP3, PE3, and WEI. The visual assessment of L-moment diagrams was combined with the calculation of goodness of fit statistics based on the relationship between the values of \( \tau_3 \) according to the observations and values of \( \tau_4 \) derived from the fitted distributions. The three goodness of fit statistics were the record-length weighted NSE, bias, and average weighted absolute distance (AWAD).

Studies have shown that sites with and without annual minimums of zero lead to differences in probabilistic behavior. Sites with more zeros produce higher L-skew values. For this study, a distinction was made between sites that recorded annual minimum flows as zeros and those that did not. To assess the goodness of fit of different probability distributions, both the original untransformed low flow series and the inverse of the low flow series for sites without zeros were analyzed. The sites without zeros were also censored by removing the largest 25%, 50%, and 75% of the data, and the L-moment ratios for this censored data were compared to the L-moment ratios for censored probability distributions.

The results indicated that the LP3 distribution was plausible for all the low flow series, regardless of whether the series had zeros, no zeros, or the inverse was analyzed. Since the \( \tau_3: \tau_4 \) relationship for the LP3 is an area and not a curve as it is for the other distributions considered, the LP3 had an inherently unfair advantage over the other distributions. Yet, the fact that the LP3 occupies a region rather than a curve in the L-moment diagram is because it is a more flexible distribution than nearly all other 3-parameter distributions. For low flow series with no zeros, the LN3 and PE3 are also plausible distributions, and for low flow series with zeros, the WEI and PE3 appear to be plausible. For the inverse of nonzero flows, the results favored the LN3 and GEV in addition to the LP3. In general, an inverse transformation of the flows produces L-moment diagrams with a larger range of L-skew and L-kurtosis than the untransformed flows, and the distributions fit similarly to both the inverse and untransformed flows. Fitting a probability distribution to the inverse of the low flows removes the possibility of estimating negative low flow quantiles, which can be a problem in practice when fitting real-space distributions. Censoring of the upper tail of the distribution generally made it harder to assess the goodness of fit.

Based on the results, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The LP3 generally performed best for all series (with zeros, no zeros, and the inverse low flow series), though the LN3 and PE3 are plausible distributions for sites with no zero flows.

2. The inverse of nonzero low flow series produces L-moment ratio diagrams in which the LP3, GEV, and LN3 distributions appear most plausible. Further investigation of fitting probability distributions to the inverse of low flow series may be warranted, especially when applying real-space probability distributions that may generate negative quantile estimates.

3. Given that the GEV distribution is often considered the distribution of choice for all extreme value applications due to its foundation in the theory of extremes, it is of considerable interest that this distribution is one of the recommended distributions for fitting the series of nonzero low flow series. Future research should perform comparative assessment of the sampling properties of estimated quantiles derived from fitting a GEV distribution to the inverse of the low flow series in contrast with fitting, for example, an LP3, LN3, or PE3 distribution to the untransformed series.
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